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Botswana

To Know Me
By Ferris E. Jones
One might think to have known me.
Yet never translated my purpose.
Nor asked about the time of deaths mishap.
It's in black and white; the struggles
In identifying the real and unreal.
It just takes a short minute to complete
The small purchase of a man’s soul.
Then open it up and peer into it.
It's hidden there in plain sight,
The days of darkness; the days of light.

By DJ Tyrer
A dusty landscape
An image in beige and brown
Hungry for water
Cattle moving languidly
A bruised sky promises rain
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Post-Brexit
By DJ Tyrer
“What do you mean the Royal Mail has declared independence? A company can’t secede.”
“With all due respect, Madame Prime Minister, they say they can. They held a ballot of their
shareholders and chose to leave the UK; they’re calling it Post-Brexit.”
“But, why?”
“They say they’re fed up having to deliver mail to Scottish islands, remote farms, houses without
a paved path to their front door, or pretty much anywhere that isn’t London or Manchester.”
“But, they’re inside the UK; how can they leave? They’re not even a region, like Scotland. The
Royal Mail leaving is like my gardener declaring UDI – it can’t be done!”
“He could refuse to mow your lawns.”
“What?”
“Your gardener, he could refuse to mow your lawns.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Well, that would be like declaring independence, wouldn’t it?”
“Yes, but I’m not a country.”
“I say, what if he lived in a cottage on your estate and he declared independence?”
“He does, and if he did, I’d sling the ingrate out on his ear; the cottage is part of his salary.”
“But, if he didn’t want to abide by his contract.”
“I’d send the bailiffs in and he’d be out.”
“But, that’s exactly what he wants, isn’t it?”
“What?”
“To be out. Your gardener. He wants out, so booting him out would be playing right into his
hands…”
“He doesn’t want out: He’s very happy.”
“Is he?”
“Yes!”
“Then, why did he declare UDI?”
“He didn’t!”
“Then, who did?”
“The Royal Mail did.”
“The Royal Mail? But, that’s just silly…”
“Which is what I’ve been saying all along…”
Ends

The Caleuche
By Mark Hudson

The Calueche is a mythological ghost ship from Chile,
although dear friend you might think it’s just silly.
But the ghost ship glows in the dead of the night,
appears between lights bright and white.

Others claim that the ship came from docks;
where the passengers were warlocks.
But nobody really knew for sure,
fish were not what they tried to lure.

With three masts and five sails each;
it never quite lands upon the beach.
There always sounds like there’s a party going on;
you see the ship go quickly, then it’s gone.

Not there just to catch the fish of the sea,
the ghost ship is coming to have mutiny.
They’ll take you down to Davy Jones’s locker,
that is what you get for being a mocker.

Some claim the ghosts are people drowned,
but different versions of the story abound.
Mermaids and sirens co-exist;
a ghost ship glowing into the mist.

I have heard the folklore legends of old,
I won’t be looking in Chile for gold.
Safe on land is where I will stay;
because the ghost ship doesn’t go away!

The Desert
By Ferris E. Jones

I have crawled to the desert
Watered the sagebrush with mushrooms.
Sullen in my decision – I have spoken
With the four winds
And received my apparition.

The nameless rest on breasts of eloquent distortion
And the calls for darkness never end.

Trees will die from a lack of judgment.
Babies will be born without sight.
Remorse will not be taught in school,
While the petroglyphs sit in passive despair.

Savanna
By DJ Tyrer

Sun-baked earth the colour of rust
Aches for the half-forgotten kiss of rain
Winds scour the land, raising clouds of dust
A false hope till the rainclouds come again
Throwing a dark veil across the sky
Until it falls once more to the ground
Then comes the rain like a grateful sigh
Then a humming, drumming, thrumming sound
Watering the land from south to north
Revitalizing it from east to west
Then, from hard-baked earth life once more bursts forth
Explodes into a green riot with zest
Father Sky takes Mother Earth to wife
Their union unleashes a tide of life
Originally published in Dawntreader.

The Leopard
By Don Noel
Russell wondered if he’d lost the trail. The clouds that obscured the peak all day had settled leadenly on the flanks,
thick with fog and intermittent rain. He felt chilly. Although Mount Kenya straddles the Equator, there were
snowfields where the peak soared to 17,000 feet – an amazing mile higher than where he’d nibbled lunch and started
back.
He must have come down a thousand feet already. It never got below freezing down here, the rangers said.
Little comfort. The trail was often a sprawling braid of tracks made by hikers seeking better footing through thin
brush and scrub trees.
Peering through scuds of mist for the next marker-cairn, he longed for Sue. She’d had a keener eye. I’ve
come halfway around the world, he thought, displaced from everything familiar, without leaving grief behind.
He was tiring; each step made his knees ache. Gravel slithered in tiny avalanches into improbable patches of
clay and mud. He ought to have a staff. Foolish pride not to use one; even younger people did nowadays. If he took a
shortcut he could steady himself on stunted trees; a broken branch to his left suggested a spidery track others had
taken. Ahead was a series of long switchbacks. The shortcut would be steeper, but would surely intersect the trail
farther down.
They'd started together this morning at the park gates at 8,300 feet, drawn together by the economies of
renting a van from Nairobi, all but one of them college kids in preppy hiking clothes from L.L. Bean or Land’s End.
Mike, the more mature one, shared Russell’s taste for Levis and scuffed boots. Russell, though, was much older, his
faded Red Sox tee-shirt loose on his frame, hair under his baseball cap now salt with no pepper.
“Let’s rendezvous at the Met Station up above before climbing higher,” Mike said to the group. “We should
keep track of one another.” Russell’s kind of guy: sensible. About his height but huskier, hair cut short to minimize its
coppery color. Probably ten years older than the others, he too seemed to have come alone.
They set out, Mike quickly in the lead. Joe, a strapping blond kid, initially held back on Russell’s account.
Solicitous of age. “You okay?”
“You go ahead, thanks. I'm not fast, but I'm steady,” he’d answered. “You may stop to take a breather, but I
just keep going. That's my style. Don’t worry; I may pass you later.”
And so he had. The road, unpaved, too steep for the van, wound six miles up through fragrant cedars and then
giant fig trees. A few had paused where big black-and-white monkeys made spectacular leaps through the branches.
“The warden said they’re a favorite of leopards,” one of the girls said. “Ooohh!” said another, “Leopards?” “All over
the mountain, I heard,” someone else chimed in.
Young Joe called out as he trudged past them. “Did you say your name was Russell, or Steady Eddie?” His
smile seemed to say he meant it a gentle tease of himself, too.
“Steady Eddie,” Russell answered, liking the sound of it. Two hundred yards farther he wished he’d said
something about Stop-and-Go Joe.
He found the rest of them at the Met Station, the meteorological observatory on a little plateau at 10,000 feet,
a few government cabins and hikers' lean-tos. Three Land Rovers waited the return of people who had gone
mountaineering far above.

Early in their marriage he and Sue took a climbing course. After five days of ropes, pitons, belays and
rappels, they decided it wasn’t their thing. “I like sharing with you,” she said, “not just telling you to hold here or pull
there.” They favored hiking that took stamina, but left time to point out a flower, hold hands to admire a view, even to
find a secluded glade where they could make love amid the fragrance of crushed ferns. Remembering, it felt distant.
Water ran from a pipe poked into the hillside; a faded wooden sign said “POTABLE”. He cupped his hands
for a cool drink, rinsed the sweat off his face, then refilled his water bottle and stowed it in his backpack, festooned
with park souvenir cloth badges Sue had sewed on over the years. He decided to leave his folded red-checked shirt
and grey poncho in the pack. The fog was lowering; he would want dry outer clothes up above.
Stop-and-Go Joe caught up and joined the group in a lean-to. “Come take a break,” he called. “Have some
lunch with us.”
His sweaty tee-shirt would be chilly if he stopped long, but he could almost hear Sue: “Just a few minutes,
Russ – a little company will do you good.” He wished their daughter Lorelei had agreed to use her mother’s ticket.
She’d have found most of them too young, but would have liked Mike, the redhead.
A young couple, obvious newlyweds, offered him a sandwich from a pile they’d brought. “No thanks,” he
said. He got up, pouring a little trail mix into his hand. “I munch as I go along.” But he hiked a hundred yards before
the lump in his throat let him swallow it.
The auto road ended abruptly, and a much narrower trail found its way through dense bamboo thickets.
Switchbacks, some a quarter-mile long, led upward through a belt of scrub trees, finally reaching the promised
“vertical bog,” a steep moorland of broken rock and boulders, thin grass, low brush and those inexplicable marshy
patches. From there, they'd been told, one might get a glimpse of the craggy peak where the climbers were.
The clouds didn’t lift. The mountaineers must have had to belay up rock faces in an ice-fog, undoubtedly
glad to have native guides.
He’d stepped aside to let Mike pass him in the scrub belt. “Thanks,” Mike said. “I’ll see you up above.” And
sure enough, Russell caught up where Mike was munching a sandwich before turning back.
“You look fit,” Mike told him.
“Not bad for an old man,” Russell smiled. “But not compared to you. You have an outdoor job, do you?”
“Hardly. Computer programmer. You’re a bachelor?
“No, I lost my wife,” Russell told him. Saying it made him feel displaced. “Four months ago. Cancer of the
pancreas.”
“I’m sorry.”
“Thank you. I’ll show you a photo back in Nairobi. A handsome woman. Married 35 years.”
“Pancreatic cancer moves fast,” Mike offered.
“Yes. I guess that was a blessing.”
“You came anyway?”
He’d already paid, Russell explained. “I’d hoped until the last minute that our daughter Lorelei would come
with me. You’d like her. Our type.” He’d left it at that.
Russell glanced now at his watch. Three o’clock. An hour since they started back. Four more hours' daylight
at best. He wondered how far ahead Mike was. He would risk the shortcut.

***
The leopard wakened as the afternoon waned. It was big for its breed: Four feet in the body, eight feet from nose to
tail, 150 pounds of muscle. Tawny yellow, with black-brown rosettes like paw-marks. It had dozed on the branch of a
spreading tree.
The African leopard is formidable. It can leap into a tree-crotch, its kill in its jaws to cache for a later meal. It
dispatches its prey more neatly than the lion or cheetah, killing even Cape buffalo several times its weight. It stalks
noiselessly, seeing as well by night as by day.
In one easy leap, the cat jumped down and set off to prowl the mountain.
***
Mike was at the Met Station by three, wondering if Russell might be in trouble. He considered going back up the
trail. He had the stamina: A halfback in college, he kept himself fit.
The man was old enough to be his father, if Dad were still living. Seemed methodical: Tall, almost gaunt;
steel-rimmed glasses; gray hair in the crew cut favored by an earlier generation. A bookkeeper of some sort, but
somehow not out of place here.
Mike had eaten a first sandwich with the others at the Met Station when Russell stopped and then tromped
on. He soon overtook the older man. Hiking alone himself, he hadn’t worried about Russell’s not having a
companion. He was eating his other sandwich when Russell caught up and nibbled the last of his gorp, wiping his
hands on a red bandana.
They chatted the way chance acquaintances do, revealing little of themselves. Russell said his daughter
wasn’t like these kids with their chic safari clothes. He would introduce her when they got back; they lived not far
apart.
“I’m sure I’d like to meet her,” Mike said noncommittally.
“You’re a bachelor too?”
“Only recently. Girlfriend broke it up when I planned this trip. Didn’t share my passion for the outdoors.”
He let it go at that. But in his mind he heard Trudy: “Mike, you turn everything into a competition. A walk in
the woods becomes a race. You even act as though sex was some kind of contest.” That hurt. He had found himself
earlier today eyeing one of the college girls in this group, which made him feel like an aging lecher.
The drizzle began as they finished lunch; both put on wool shirts and ponchos to start down. Russell wiped
the fog off his glasses with the bandana to consult a drugstore wristwatch. “Two o’clock.” They’d come up from the
Met Station in two hours. “I usually get back down in half the time, but I won’t do that well in this wet footing.”
Mike had been with the others now for twenty minutes. He thought again about Dad.
“Michael,” – like putting a finger on the scale, Dad always assumed the full first name gave his advice
weight – “self-reliance is the thing. Don’t depend on others.” His blind spot, it turned out. Dad insisted on hunting
alone, and died because no one went looking for him when he got in trouble.
Mike reluctantly decided against starting back up. Russell didn’t seem the type to take reckless short-cuts
down a strange mountain -- and if he did, they might miss each other.

***
Russell wondered if he were on a game trail. He hadn't until now thought much about animals, but the shortcut had
widened into a real track. There were elephants on Mount Kenya, all the way up to timberline, they’d been told. Hard
to imagine. Elephant droppings must be huge; he would watch.
He fished his plastic cigarette box and lighter from beneath the poncho. He smoked only a cigarette or two a
day, but there were times when the taste and stimulus of the tobacco were good. He took a drag, holding it, not
drawing deep enough to get into his lungs.
Smoke. In the week before Sue’s death, starved for a woman’s touch, he’d gone to a smoke-filled bar,
looking for a prostitute. Found one who made his loins ache. He felt his cheeks redden now, just remembering. When
he realized what a contemptible thing he was doing, he bought the woman another drink and left her with it. Maybe
he had been brought here so that this mountain could punish him. He deserved worse than a few hours’ aching knees.
It would be wisest to turn back, regain the marked trail. His legs balked. Besides, the rain-runnels had
coalesced now into a brooklet. A larger stream, surely a confluence of many rivulets like this, had tunnelled under the
auto road as they neared the Met Station this morning. Even if he didn’t intersect the switchbacked trail farther down,
he would surely find the road. If you're lost on a mountain, following a stream is the best way down. He did not think
of himself as lost, though.
Three-thirty. He savoured a last pull on the cigarette, stubbed it out and tore the stub to scatter the last crumbs
of tobacco, rolling the paper into a tight ball; field-stripping, soldiers called it. Leave nothing behind. He started down
again with his hands tucked into the warm armpits of the wool shirt, but had to take them out for balance.
***
The rest of the group, Mike found, had walked up a few hundred yards into the bamboo, but turned back when they
encountered the fog. They’d managed to start a smoky, cheerless fire in a stone lean-to where they could wait. They
were subdued when he showed up without Russell, but not worried.
“The Land Rover guys and their guides haven’t come down yet,” the blond kid named Joe said. “Even if he
fell and hurt himself, they’d find him, help him down.”
A park warden appeared, a short, dark muscular man in a khaki uniform with a badge on his broad-brimmed
hat. He was glad to regale them about the flora and fauna and geology. He spoke in formal phrases probably learned
in warden school. Tourism had driven away the wildlife in some parts of Africa, he said, but here the original
inhabitants still prevailed.
“We watched some monkeys on the way up,” said Annette, the one Mike had found interesting. “Black and
white, playing in some huge trees.”
“Giant figs,” the warden said. “Colobus monkeys.”
“Big,” she said. “A single pelt would make a cute jacket.”
Mike was embarrassed for her. This must surely be all forest preserve.
“They’re protected,” the warden confirmed.
“How about leopards?” asked the blond kid, Joe. “I see leopard coats sometimes, back in New York.”

“We can’t catch all the poachers,” the warden said, disdain in his voice.
Mike tried to steer the conversation back. “But they’re up here?”
“Oh, yes. They lie up during the day, and begin hunting as dusk nears.”
“What does a leopard hunt?” Joe asked.
“Near human habitation, it will eat carrion, but it prefers little dogs.” He obviously enjoyed allowing himself
a grin at the girls’ wide eyes. “In the mountain forest, it is fierce.” He tightened fists to his chest and thrust them
forward abruptly, making the fingers into claws. “Pounces from trees.”
“Are there man-eaters?” Joe persisted.
“Very rare. They’re opportunistic, though.” He became curt, apparently wanting to get this amateur group off
his mountain. “You should start down. They’ll be stirring by now.”
“Ooohh!” said Annette.
“We’re waiting for one of our group,” Mike explained. “An older man. They can start down. I’ll go back up
looking for him.”
“No,” the warden said. “He might stray from the trail; you’d miss him. Voices don’t carry in the fog. You
wait here for a time; I’ll be nearby.” He turned to the others. “You should watch for your friend on the way down. If
you encounter him, have the park gate man call me on our radio-telephone.”
Mike waved them off cheerfully, then foraged in the woods for dry branches to build up the fire. Dad had
died in a thin forest like this, of an accidental gunshot. His pals at the hunting lodge wondered when he wasn’t back
for supper, but thought he might be holed up somewhere hoping for one last shot. Dad hated having anyone clumsily
alert his quarry, so no one set out to look for him. It probably took a long time for him to bleed to death, the coroner
said.
***
The path was narrowing; Russell had to shoulder through a patch of brush. If the trail were made by elephants, they
must have taken some turn that he'd missed. The brush tore his poncho; he tried not to widen the tear.
Then he saw the buffalo. Six, browsing in a grassy opening downstream. They were all over Kenya: great
muscular animals, bigger than oxen, enormous curling horns rolling out from bovine faces. Placid-looking, but they’d
been warned: The Cape buffalo is among the least predictable of animals, a brute that although herbivorous has
trampled people to death.
Russell took a step backward. The beasts saw him, snorted and lumbered downstream into a thicket. He
breathed a sigh of relief, and took a few steps forward before it hit him: He couldn’t risk encountering them again.
Lorelei had said he shouldn’t come alone because he was despondent and inattentive, and might do foolhardy
things. He should go back up the mountain to find his bearings. His legs wanted him to persist down, assuming the
buffalo would move out of the stream bed. But as it grew darker they would be edgier. He could hear Sue: “Russ, that
would be an insane gamble.”
Four o'clock. It had taken an hour to come this far from the marked trail. He should work his way back up to
his left. He might still make the Met Station before dusk. The others would be impatient to take the van back to
Nairobi, but maybe they'd send a Land Rover. Or one of the rock-climbing parties might still be up here. He could use
a ride. He started to climb again. He could feel a wet patch in the wool shirt spreading under the tear in the poncho.

***
By four o'clock Mike was sure the older man must be in trouble. Two climbing groups returned and took the Land
Rovers down; neither had encountered Russell. Mike wished he’d gone back up when he had the chance. Even Dad,
from his proud grave, might have wanted him to. There’s a limit to self-reliance.
The warden re-appeared. “Your companion could have stumbled onto the auto road,” he said. “One can’t be
sure unless he fails to reach the park gates. I can radio down to alert them. A tall man with brush-cut hair and steelrimmed glasses?”
“Yes,” Mike said, “and a red-checked wool shirt under his poncho.”
The warden promised to keep watch, although he thought there were no more parties up higher. “You should
start down while the light is still good.” If Mike encountered his friend somewhere halfway down, or found him at the
gates, he should have the warden down there call.
He had come up from the gates in almost two hours. The road was slippery now, but if he could get down by
five without encountering Russell, there would still be enough daylight to mount a search. He set off half-trotting,
slowing only where the rain-slicked mud threatened to slide his feet out from under him and roll him into a roadside
ravine.
***
This would be the hour that leopards began to move. Russell lifted a wet finger: slight air movement, down. Climbing
into it, his sweaty scent wouldn’t travel ahead of him. He’d have to stay alert. He searched for his own coming-down
footprints. Pointless: Every rain-filled hollow mimicked a heel-print. It all looked unfamiliar. Paths look different
facing up instead of down.
The wet spot through the poncho was cold. Trapped perspiration was almost as wet, but not bad if he kept
moving. He no longer had a dry spot on his bandana to wipe the smears off his glasses. He thought of another
cigarette. A shiver bit through. Forget the cigarette. Best to keep moving; he knew the danger of hypothermia. A
glance at his watch. Five. Still two hours to full dark on a clear day, but surely less in today’s clouds.
His scent, if a cat were behind him, might be a tell-tale plume carried down in a widening drift. He wondered
if thick fog deadened scents. He began glancing over his shoulder periodically. That made him stumble more, though.
He must mind not to break his glasses.
***
Mike reached the park gates well before five. He'd done six miles in fifty minutes; the others were only a bit ahead of
him.
A warden made a phone call in Swahili. Rangers began to assemble, burly black men in khakis, broadbrimmed hats and slickers. Two had backpack radios; two carried carbines.
They wanted Mike to come along. He’d been the last to see Russell, would know where he might have
strayed from the trail. “Go back to Nairobi and have supper,” the warden told the others. “Have your van driver come
back and wait here.” They could do nothing to help. The rangers clearly wanted no more amateurs wandering their
mountain in the vanishing light.

They probably didn't like the idea of older men hiking at all, Mike thought. Their training was to rescue
young, athletic people climbing with ropes on the technical faces of the high peak, not bumblers who got lost on a
marked trail. But there was an undertone; they didn't relish stumbling through the brush after dark. Worried about
game? Leopards? The rifles.
It was nearly six when they left the gates. The steep road was greasy mud. Halfway up, despite four-wheel
drive, one of the Land Rovers skidded off to the side and became mired. The rangers got out to tow it free, ordering
Mike to stay in the vehicle. He was grateful for its heater.
***
In the mist drifting down the mountainside the leopard caught a new scent, rain-washed but recognizable. Human. No
hint of a firearm. Curious, the great cat followed the trace, alert for game as it made its way up.
***
Russell believed himself to be calm and still alert. He fixed his mind on Lorelei. He should get off this mountain for
her sake. She had just lost her mother, and would be distraught to lose him too. Would feel guilty for not having come
with him. He could hear Sue: “Don’t lay that burden on her.” Besides, he wanted to introduce her to Mike.
On the other hand, Mike might seek her out to describe the circumstances of her father’s death. He imagined
her accepting the comfort of that young man’s strong arms.
"Nonsense!"
The sound of his voice startled him, but brought him back to alertness. He mustn’t let himself slide into
morbid thoughts. “I must keep my wits about me,” he said aloud, deliberately this time.
“Keep your wits about you,” he heard Sue echo him.
There must be a search party out. It was 6:30, and he would surely have been missed. He hallooed, but the
swirling fog absorbed his voice. He listened. Nothing. Even if he had to spend the night up here, he ought not die. A
night on a cold mountain would be nothing compared to the agony of Sue’s final days. He might be weakened, but
would not perish. By daylight, the clouds might lift. He would find the trail, or they would find him.
Or an animal would.
He thought of fashioning a shelter. He had already clambered up past the bamboo, but might turn back, patch
dead bamboo into a lean-to, thatch it with mud and grass, and kindle a fire despite the damp. He knew how to make a
bivouac camp. He set the notion aside, and clamped his teeth to keep them from chattering. Glancing over his
shoulder, he climbed on.
***
It was almost seven when the Land Rover passed the Met Station, stopping where the foot trail began.
“Your friend might be following the stream,” the warden told Mike. “It turns and flows below us. We will
search there too.” He issued orders in Swahili. Two men, one with a rifle and another with a radio, set off with

evident reluctance downhill, their flashlights soon like fireflies. The rest, including the other rifleman, started up the
trail with Mike. They blew shrill whistles, and stopped to listen.
Mike was as exhausted as he’d been the final mile of his last Marathon. He’d done twenty miles up and down
this mountain today. Trudy couldn’t have kept pace, but it would have been good to fall abed with her. He might even
learn to be slow and gentle.
He pushed that thought aside, made it yield to the image of Dad, bleeding to death alone in a forest. Must
press on. Walking between two rangers, he tried to watch the cone of their flashlights to anticipate rough places. They
set a stern pace, the one with the rifle just behind the lead man, ready to step ahead and swing the carbine up if danger
presented itself.
***
Watching where he placed his feet, Russell heard the tiny waterfall before he saw it. Hardly worth the name, a trickle
over the edge of a shoulder-high ledge. In the gloom, there seemed to be a leveling-off above it.
He examined the last hours carefully. He’d been on the downhill side of the trail when he lost his way.
Angling up to his left, he must have unwittingly re-crossed it: He was back in the thinner scrub where he and Mike
lunched. When he got over this scarp he should turn right, try to traverse the mountainside. He would surely find the
trail, if it was not too dark to recognize it.
He thought he heard a whistle. Cupped hands to ears. Nothing. He tried to halloo, but his voice cracked.
Making a megaphone with his hands, he tried once more, but the sound was ragged, swallowed by the mist. He
cupped his ears again. He must be hallucinating.
Turning, he found a foothold to climb the ledge, and reached for a handhold above. A pang stabbed his hand;
he had lacerated his palm on a flint-like shard of stone. A blood trail, if any animal were following him. He hoisted up
and flopped onto the cold, wet shelf, rolling uphill onto his back to gasp for breath. He must really be tired; a little
haul like that. He rolled the bandana into a ball and closed a fist around it in the palm of the cut hand.
The cold bit again. Had he dozed? Mustn't do that. He heaved to his feet. Staggering to his right, he almost
immediately came upon a trail-marker, a cairn with the elevation: 11,000 feet. He had passed that hours ago. They
might not think to look for him this high.
He was on the trail, though. If he could stay on it, he might still make his way down to the Met Station, or at
least be on the trail when he collapsed, and be found in the morning. He felt close to collapse. The rain had stopped.
The moon, nearing full last night, must be up by now; there seemed a faint illumination through the fog. Doggedly, he
started down.
Within a few steps, his left foot sank into clinging mud, almost knee-deep before he could take his weight
off; his right leg folded beneath him. Unimaginable, a mud hole in this rocky terrain. But they called it a vertical bog.
Straining against the sucking earth, he wrenched the foot free from the cold, wet embrace of the mountain -- and felt
the boot slip off.
It was too much. He kneeled, clawing into the muck. His numb hand brought up a rock. His breath in sobs, he
searched with both hands, but both had lost feeling. The mountain had swallowed his boot. He rolled over on his back
to rest for a moment, then tried again, stabbing robotic, senseless hands into the boggy earth.

***
They had now climbed almost to the point where Mike had last seen Russell. The man with the backpack radio talked
in Swahili with the men below.
The rangers thought they heard something in the dark brush. The man with the radio turned it off and they
listened, ears cupped. “Russell?” Mike called as loud as he could. “Russell!” The fog made it like shouting into a
pillow. The sound did not come again. Perhaps an animal. Two of the rangers picked up rocks and threw them noisily
into the thicket.
"There is no point, in the darkness," the lead ranger said. "You agree?"
He was being asked to betray a companion. But his knees were wobbly. They’d covered much of the ground
that the two of them had hiked. Russell couldn't possibly be so disoriented that he would climb higher rather than
lower. If he were hurt and couldn’t answer, they would not find him without daylight. It was cold, but not so cold at
this altitude that a person couldn’t survive a night. Unless found by a predator. Or bleeding to death.
He stared into the gloom. “Keep looking,” Dad would have said. But he couldn’t go on alone. Reluctantly, he
shrugged his capitulation. The ranger with the backpack spoke into the radio; a voice crackled back in Swahili.
Over the radio’s static came another faint sound. A ranger snapped the radio off. They listened again, threw
more rocks. The rifleman fired into the air. The report was startlingly loud, but without echo. They cupped ears again,
then turned and started down.
***
The scent had freshened; the leopard stalked in earnest now. It came to the waterfall, and in one easy bound jumped
the rock face. It sniffed at blood on the ledge.
Out of the fog came a rifle shot. The animal froze, its great hairy ears strained downward. The faint sounds
began to recede. It sank into a belly-down slouch.
***
Russell made himself get up and limp downward. For Lorelei’s sake. He wasn’t sure whether he heard a rifle, or
dreamed it. The foot was a dull ache. He forced himself to take each lurching step. Shoe foot. Stocking foot. Hands
out at his sides for balance like a scarecrow, grasping for branches. Shoe foot. Stocking foot. They must be looking
for him. He summoned a lungful to halloo again, an edge of desperation turning the call into a ragged shriek.
***
They paused at the bamboo passage, listening once more. And heard that faint, desperate shriek from above.
Mike bellowed back as loud as he could. “Russell-l-l-l!”
A shriek-like response.
The rangers spoke to each other, and then into the radio.
"He is quite far up," one said to Mike. "At least fifteen minutes."

"For God's sake, man," he replied. "Hurry!” Competitive? he thought to himself. You bet your ass. Maybe a
race against time.
They started back up.
***
The leopard paused at a boggy place. The scent-trail was confusing. Something remained in the ground. There was
blood in a footprint.
Then a new sound, more like a feline yowl than a human voice. Close. The cat stiffened, ears cocked forward
again. An answering voice from down the mountain, where the rifle had been. The nearby voice again. Muffled
voices, people coming up.
Nonetheless, the hurt man was close. If it could make the kill, the leopard could easily carry it away in those
massive jaws. It eased forward.
***
Help was at hand. Russell ached to sit down and wait for rescue. When he paused, though, chills wracked him. Had to
keep moving. He hallooed, waiting for the compass-point of responding voices, and started down again. They were
nearer. How near? He could not tell.
Then he heard a sound behind him. Not loud. A pebble or small rock, rattling down the steep hillside.
Dislodged by a foot, surely. He turned to welcome a rescuer.
No, there could be no rescuer above him. He peered through mud-smeared spectacles into the wet dark,
listening. The sound did not come again. But something was there.
He felt for his pocketknife, a cold lump against his thigh. His numb hand could not find the edge of the
pocket. Even if he could get the knife out, his wooden fingers wouldn’t grasp the back of the blade to unhinge it, let
alone hold the handle firmly in a closed fist.
Facing up the mountain, he stretched a cold, aching stockinged foot behind him, feeling for a foothold. He
slipped; fell; caught himself on dulled hands. Summoning his last reserve, feeling blindly for purchase, he backed
down on hands and knees, his senses straining upward toward whatever was following him out of the darkness.
***
So it was the cat that first saw the hazy glow as the flashlights loomed out of the fog; saw the shape of a man, a
shadow in that yellow light, run forward, reaching the fallen man, shouting. Saw men take the limp, feeble figure, a
shoulder under each arm.
***
Russell first saw the flashlights as a hazy glow reflected in the fog above. Then Mike was beside him, lifting, a
ranger’s strong embrace on the other side. He let himself collapse into the arms of strangers like a sack of spuds.
“Good to see you, Mike,” he managed. “Thank you.”
“You bet,” said Mike. “My pleasure. Couldn’t have left you alone up here.”

It would make a good story, Russell thought, of his own foolishness and the generous persistence of the men
who found him. He would tell friends; tell Lorelei. He would of course embellish it, describe the animals that may
have been on the mountain this night.
“There was something following me,” he said aloud.
One ranger whirled his light uphill. The rifleman shouldered his weapon. After a moment, they turned to start
down.

***

The leopard saw the glint of the rifle. Sank lower, belly against the mud, until the men moved out of sight, then
turned up the mountain. It would hunt elsewhere this night.

Ends

Papas in Papua New Guinea
By Mark Hudson
Jim told me of his days in the military,
travelling the globe serving the U.S.A.
In New Guinea he saw a sight so scary,
wood deities of women old and gray.
The matriarchs made their husbands weary,
the old women were the ones the men obeyed.
The papas could reproduce and marry,
but the old women left them quite afraid.
The idols were out, they never got buried,
they probably still have them on display.
The papas fought with spears they would carry,
fighting for families they’d protect right away.
The mamas and papas passed on traditions,
to children who never got to watch television.

Of Elephants and Eggs
A trumped-up story
By Neil K. Henderson
"Found anything interesting?"
The white-smocked junior held aloft a read-out from the Incubator. He raised his linen cap a shade,
scratched the smooth-shaved baldness underneath.
"Let me see," said the elder, adjusting the focus of his visi-specs and peering hard at the close-set text:
"News Recovery: Earth 1993 Common Human Era. Thursday 2nd September Western Calendar Date.
ANCIENT EGG "GONE MISSING". Children ordered to hand over a giant fossilised egg to authorities in Western
Australia claimed it had mysteriously disappeared "sometime" after they found it. The 2,000 year-old Madagascan
elephant bird egg, worth a fortune to collectors, is Australian state property and its removal from a beach was
declared illegal."
"Interesting," quoth the older man. "Look up elephant bird."
"One of a number of large extinct flightless birds of the genus Aepyornis," reported the novice
dutifully, "remains of which were originally found in Madagascar."
His superior cast an eye in his direction.
"Madagascar," he further relayed. "An island in Earth's Indian Ocean, off the east coast of Africa -"
"Hence the connection with elephants! This could be the clue we've been looking for. Well done,
Aneto."
"Maestro." Aneto gazed at the floor, awaiting further comment. But nothing came. At length it was he
himself who broke the silence. "Maestro? Do you think this elephant's egg will ever turn up?"
"Elephant bird's egg, Aneto. Elephants can't... couldn't... lay eggs. What we are dealing with is some
kind of warm-blooded feathery biped."
"And it's... out there... somewhere?"
"Out there... or in here. The signal received by the Incubator has directed us to these precise coordinates. It is possible that Deep Pan may have materialised around it. Wherever it is, it must be somewhere close
at hand - whether as a fully-formed feathery biped, or an as-yet millennially unhatched egg capsule of some
considerable girth. Needless to say, it is the latter manifestation which will most interest the Head."
"For analysis, you mean?"
"Carbon dating, spectroscopic investigation, DNA regeneration, boiling..."
"Boiling! "
"Oh, Aneto!" sighed the elder, giving his visi-specs a wistful absent-minded polish. "How much you
have yet to experience. I envy you the wonders still before you."

***

Head Chef Concarnadine was fed up reinventing the quiche. The sooner Maestro Eggler had a breakthrough, the
sooner he could get cracking on a pièce de résistance to knock all his previous pièces de résistance into powdered
dunder-putty. The Nome was not an easy man to please, but when he was pleased, it made all the industrious efforts
of the Deep Pan staff worthwhile. Those efforts, it had to be admitted, were sometimes over and above the regular
call of duty, but it was just this attention to meticulous detail which had earned Deep Pan its five star Flying
Refectory status. Attention to detail and going one step beyond the others.
The Nome, or Le Gastronome de Gastronome de la Gastronomique to give him his full title, liked to
look up weird exotic dishes on the Scran Exchange, especially from the distant past and far-off worlds, and then
request the Head to cook them at the drop of a big white hat. Of course, it helped to have a time-space distributor at
one's disposal (all the best Flying Refectories had them now), but one small slip with a timeband and the main course
could be cold before the entrée was served. Last week's Alacandrian Asparagus Nuts in Brittleberry Sauce had been
touch and go. The Maestro had to send his apprentice Aneto on a separate time-space line for the brittleberries (which
are strictly speaking not Alacandrian, but Alacandro-Vennelurian), and by the time he got back, having got lost up a
Vennelurian stork tunnel, some of the Alacandrian asparagus nuts had invented democracy, and had to be taken back
for de-programming. Fortunately, the Nome hadn't said anything, but the Head knew only too well how deprogramming can impair the flavour of asparagus nuts.
Deep Pan couldn't afford another near miss like that, however, and when the Nome had breezed
through the boarding vent demanding a large boiled egg with all his usual braggadocio, it became a point of honour to
provide the largest boiled egg available. Then he dropped his bombshell. It had to be an Earth egg, because Earth
was Extinct Planet of the Month on the Galactic Geographica programme. How on earth could you get a large egg
from Earth? Earth eggs were notoriously tiny - hence the ability of Earthlings to employ the arcane primitive process
of boiling to cook them. The Head had even retrieved an ancient piece of Earth literature to back him up on this, but
he hadn't bargained on the self-deluding nature of the Earthling psyche:
"Point of information, Albie. There is now no such thing as a small egg – or even a standard egg, if it
comes to that. Go into the supermarket and the smallest eggs they have are designated large. Then it's extra-large,
super-large, mega-large and gigantic. Pejoration of the language, I'm afraid."
Unfortunately, it was too confusing to be of help, and when it came to showing it to the Nome, the
Head had capitulated and put the Maestro on the case with Aneto. If the worst came to the worst, he could blame
them and have at least one of them put on scouring duties. The Maestro, however, had followed up a hunch on the
Incubator, and was even now in hot pursuit of Oeuf de Aepyornis.
***
"How do you suppose they got it up there?"
The Maestro was no spring chicken. He'd been around the galaxy, and he'd seen about as much as a
jaded old eggler wanted to see. But standing there on ancient Earth in the Natural History Museum of Western
Australia, he reckoned he'd seen about the limit.
"You're still young, Aneto. What makes children do a thing like that?"

Aneto glanced at his hand monitor, trying to avoid the spooky sight of ancient Earthling museum-goers
frozen in suspended animation by the time distributor. His gaze inevitably shifted to the hulking form of the elephant
exhibit. There could be no denying it. The monitor clearly showed that the stuffed animal had a massive fossilised
egg shoved up its rectum.
"I don't know, Maestro. Kids just do that kind of thing."
"Well, I'll tell you something," said the elder. "We'll have to be bloody careful with the teleport coordinates."
The novice punched instructions into the handset. "The Incubator says it can handle it."
"How does the Incubator know? Has it handled an elephant with an egg up its arse before?"
"I don't know, Maestro. I'm only an apprentice."
"We never had this trouble in the old days, with the thawed-out cryogenic wise men. This new-fangled
technology just causes more problems."
"Shall I tell the Incubator to proceed?"
"I suppose so... It's either that or get up there on a ladder with a shovel."
"Shovel, Maestro?"
"An ancient digging implement, Aneto. Ideal for extracting fossilised eggs from wherever they happen
to be."
Aneto punched in the instruction.
***
Head Chef Concarnadine went crazy.
"You can't bring that thing in here! It's not hygienic, for starters. And if the Nome claps eyes on it, he'll
probably want it made into a fricassee."
"It's not our fault, Head. The Incubator told Aneto it could handle it."
"Has the Incubator ever handled... this sort of thing... before?"
"I think that's classified data, Head."
They went over to the interface. A recovered news message had come up on the screen, dated
September

1993,

Old

Earth:

"STUFFED

ELEPHANT

VANISHES.

MUSEUM

PATRONS

OFFERED

COUNSELLING. One of Western Australia's oldest museum exhibits, 'Dame Nellie' the elephant, caused the biggest
sensation of her stuffed career by inexplicably vanishing in front of the startled gaze of a packed museum audience
yesterday. Already rumours of alien intervention have been spreading, but in the meantime, leading Perth
philosopher Angus Kierkegaard is hard at work trying to prove that the elephant hadn't concretely existed in the first
place, but was merely the product of a shared assumptive process. So far, the jury is still out."
Head Chef Concarnadine turned to his culinary juniors and administered one of his 'temperamental'
stares. This had the unnerving effect of making his eyes bulge out like twin Transcatapoppelian frogspawn globules.
"Now look what you've done! You know we're not supposed to leave traces that can alter time-flow
probability ratios in temporal sectors outwith the confines of the Deep Pan structural paradigm. If anything serious
happens to alter Earth history, there will be no end of Astral Service forms to fill in."

"I'm sorry, Head..."
"And guess who'll be having to fill them in."
"Yes, Head."
There followed a lengthy pause, and perhaps this might be a suitable juncture at which to include a
description of the Deep Pan interior - or at least that part which immediately concerns us. Flying Refectories of the
Superprandial 'A' class, like Deep Pan, were immaculately fitted out. The dining area carpet tiles, for instance, were
of deep Celementine Blue, which shimmered towards ultramarine, turquoise or even emerald as the mood of the diner
changed in response to his meal. If the carpet suddenly went brown, however, the staff were warned that something
must be 'off'. If black, it would probably be too late to save the customer.
The walls - or strictly speaking

bulwarks - of the interstellar eaterie were tastefully draped in

diaphanous silky hangings from the fleshpots of Minadorian III (by far the best in the Minadorian fleshpot series).
Every now and then, the pattern of diaphanous silkiness was broken by a flat-screen 3-D reproduction of some
relaxing, yet appetite-enhancing, artefact from the galactic art reserve stored in the Incubator's memory banks. The
Incubator itself was placed discreetly at the back of the room - or cabin - conveniently concealing the entrance to the
kitchens, engine rooms and other 'behind-the-scenes' areas. The Incubator's interface was directed towards the kitchen
- or galley - for the privacy and convenience of the staff (and so the clientele couldn't see anything they shouldn't).
As for seating, at this time of the day - before the food had been prepared - tables and chairs were not
laid out. The Incubator would materialise all the required furniture, linen and cutlery in accordance with the numbers
expected at a sitting. On the, admittedly rare, occasions when the Nome gave prior notice of his intention to appear,
only one table and chair were required. He liked to think he hated crowds, whereas the staff knew to their cost how he
emptied the place of all but the most obtusely insensitive diners.
At present, though, the dining space beyond the shiny surfaces of the Incubator was an unruffled sea of
Celementine carpet, tastefully surrounded by the filmy elegance of drapes and art. Only one thing prevented it being
the perfect setting of proposed refinement in which to unwind and masticate the food of the gods. And that thing was
the stuffed African elephant in its midst.
"What I was thinking," ventured the Maestro, "was that if we could just get the egg out of the... er...
elephant, we could simply send the rest back via the Incubator to the same time-space co-ordinates, and no-one will
be any the wiser. After all, the egg itself is already officially missing and likely to remain so indefinitely. I mean, the
Earth authorities would never think of looking up an elephant's... body... in a million years."
"How long do you anticipate this extraction procedure to take?" The Head Chef's voice was icy with
suppressed disdain.
"I wouldn't imagine too long, Head. With the equipment we've got in the galley."
"Any equipment you use must be sterilised afterwards."
"Naturally."
Before the Head Chef could make his final pronouncement, the room was imbued with the faint, but
ineradicable, sound of a small dinner gong that didn't know when to fade quietly away. A red warning light
shimmered through the veil concealing the boarding vent. The Nome was on his way.
"He's early! For Foeuvlebooty's sake, get this monstrosity out of the dining area pronto-bloody-mento.
Use the Incubator to shift it into the butchery."

The Maestro lost no time in setting the new co-ordinates and keying in the command. Like a scene
from some old Bryan Rigel farce, the elephant vanished from the centre of the room at the very instant that the
awesome bulk of Le Gastronome de Gastronome de la Gastronomique materialised through the vent.
"Monsieur Le Gastronome!" The Head switched on his welcoming smile as if there was no such thing
as an egg-bound elephant. "I think you'll find we have quite a treat in store for you tonight."
***
"I don't understand it," the Maestro was saying. "I don't understand how it is even possible for the Incubator to do
something like this. You're up with the times, Aneto. Maybe this is some new-fangled bioregenerative fiddle-faddle
that's just recently come into fashion..."
Aneto peered round the side of the meatsafe and assessed the situation.
"They never gave me anything like this at the Dumpling School, Maestro. I think you'd need to know
something about evolution..."
"You can't teach an old dog new tricks, Aneto. When you're too old to cut the mustard, you learn to eat
your mustard uncut."
A sudden sharp bang on the side of the meatsafe made Aneto pull his head in promptly.
"I'll tell you this, son. If we get out of this alive, I'm retiring from the Flying Refectory game. It's not
the same as it was when I started out. When I was your age, it would have been unthinkable -"
The words were interrupted by a noise like the brass section of an orchestra warming up while a
colony of parrots had a synchronised nervous breakdown. Various metal implements of butchery rattled where they
hung, as huge black shadows swept intermittently round the room. The old man ventured a glimpse. The creature
didn't look pleased, regarding his upturned face with an imperious eye. It was stalemate. Mind you, given the present
circumstances, the Maestro had to admit that stalemate was probably better than some of the more evisceral
alternatives.
As it was, it had only been by some sort of miracle that he and Aneto had managed to reach the safety
of the meatsafe when they'd first come into the butchery. Perhaps the shock had given them that extra burst of energy.
After all, when you wander into a familiar food preparation area, expecting nothing more untoward than a teleported
elephant exhibit with a stone egg in its anus, it can really give you a turn to encounter a fully operational, never-beendone-before, larger than elephant-size, African-elephant-stroke-Madagascan-elephant-bird hybrid. A reconstituted
elephant bird on its own would have been pretty shocking - and no doubt dangerous enough. But this unique
specimen of fauna was an elephant bird with added elephant.
It was only now, as he peered from behind the meatsafe, that the Maestro was able to get a proper look
at the beast (one doesn't like to stop and stare when one is running for dear life). It seemed to have a bit of everything
from both the elephant and the aepyornis DNA. Its four tree-like legs ended in round elephantine feet which yet
incorporated vicious-looking talons. Dark frothy feathers covered the legs, as well as the rest of the huge bird-shaped
body. Great wings - stubby in comparison with the rest of the creature, but big enough to kill a man if he got in their
way - flapped sporadically. But it was the head that was the most alarming feature.

The ears, to begin with, quite outdid the vestigial wings in feathery flappability. Yet these were mere
appendages – like petals surrounding some fearsome thorny flower-head from the desert plains of Quew. The hooklike beak in the centre of the face was augmented on either side by tusks of a dreadful deadliness – great curved
impaling shafts which the added-elephant bird kept raising and lowering menacingly. And above the beak, the trunk
swayed and coiled like a particularly nasty-minded snake which had discovered how to be both poisonously and
constrictively lethal at the same time. But if there was one feature of this uniquely unfriendly face which most
impressed itself upon the Maestro's hidden terrors, it was the eyes. The eyes were fiery red, and they actually glowed
with pent-up rage simply waiting for the signal to explode.
The butchery door burst open.
"Have you got the egg yet? Oh my Auntie Anapurna! What the hell is that? "
The Head Chef backed away just as the mighty tusks of the added-elephant bird lodged themselves in
the fabric of the door. The monster trumpet-shrieked with fury as it tried to shake itself free of the encumbrance.
Somewhere outside, the Nome could be heard enquiring what that noise was.
"Just the water heating in the jumbo boiling pan, Monsieur Le Gastronome. All part of our special
service."
"Damn noisy water you have here, Cheffie..."
There was an almighty wrench, as the added-elephant bird tore the butchery door from its hinges.
"Excuse me, Monsieur Le Gastronome, I think the water has gone critical."
The sight of the Head Chef's big white hat was enough to send the added-elephant bird into
uncontrollable apoplexy. It started battering the door attached to its tusks against the wall next the empty doorframe.
The Maestro chose his moment well - then, while the bird was suitably occupied, grabbed Aneto by the sleeve and
made a dash through the doorway. He headed straight for the Incubator, and started tapping on the keys just as the
sound of thundering feet grew louder and louder in his direction. It was only when he tapped the final command that
he realised the feet were coming from the dining area and not the butchery.
The Nome had time to say, "Boiling water, my backside!" before evaporating in front of the anxious
Deep Pan staff.
"Oh dear," sighed the Maestro. "I hope he hasn't gone to Australia."
He tapped another key, and a News Recovery flashed up on the interface.
"September 1993, Old Earth: STUFFED ELEPHANT VANDALISED. MUSEUM PATRONS UP A
GUMTREE. One of Western Australia's oldest museum exhibits, 'Dame Nellie' the elephant, caused the biggest
sensation of her stuffed career by inexplicably sprouting some kind of door on the ends of her tusks in front of the
startled gaze of a packed museum audience yesterday. Already rumours of alien intervention have been spreading,
but in the meantime, leading Perth philosopher Angus Kierkegaard is hard at work trying to prove that the door had
been there concretely all along, but had hitherto been abstractly disregarded due to a shared tasteful oversight
phenomenon. So far, the jury is still out."

***

There was carnage back in the butchery. Aneto had to be sent to stick his head down the toilet. Not that either
Maestro or the Head Chef was feeling any better, but it was the duty of the older, more mature staff members to
oversee the correct procedures.
"Did he materialise around the egg – or did the egg... insert itself...?" the Head asked emptily.
The Maestro shrugged. "Which came first – the boiled egg, or the evaporated chicken?"
"The poor man," sniffed the Chef into his handkerchief. "I'll never make remarks about ready-stuffed
capons again."
"Maybe if I reprogramme the Incubator..."
"NO! I think you've done – that is, as senior staff member here, it is my duty, and mine alone, to
attempt the restoration of the Nome to his former egg-free health and happiness. If you feel you must do something, I
suggest you get the body covered up before Aneto comes back. It may be some time before the Incubator sorts this
out - if it can sort it out. We don't want youthful vomiting making matters worse."
He left the room. The Maestro tiptoed gingerly round the mangled gastronomical corpse with the stone
egg implant. The Incubator hadn't materialised that night's tablecloths, so he was going to have to improvise.
***
"Sod this for tuppence worth of lark mixture," Aneto was thinking. They say a watched pot never boils, but this pot –
the hugest, most Gargantu-Brobdingnagian pot the Deep Pan stores could come up with – had been boiling away for
what would have been days outside the time loop continuum set up by the Incubator. But still the cybermatic eggtiming monitor registered "cooking incomplete". At least it was better than "raw". When he thought back to his earlier
excitement when the possibility of egg-boiling had first been broached, he felt cheated. Of course, an elephant bird
egg from Earth was an altogether different proposition from one of those minuscule "extra large" Earth eggs he'd
heard of, but this added element of the exotic had only served to deepen his disappointment when the long, dull,
mind-numbingly quotidian reality finally sank in. Boiling eggs was nothing more than standing about waiting. "They
also serve, who only stand and wait," the Maestro had said. But that was easy for him to say – now he was demoted
to waiter again.
Through in the dining area, they also waited, who only stood and starved. The varicoloured carpet tiles
had gone from aquamarine to purple, and were straining beyond their organo-genetic conditioning to produce the
nearest they could get to angry red. Every so often a surge of bile green would wash across them, as a particularly
nauseating painfulness registered from The Customer. The Head Chef pretended not to notice, while trying to keep
the customer diverted till the arrival of the meal. He still hadn't recovered from his exertions on the Incubator, and
only hoped the stains around his armpits would be attributed to culinary zeal.
The Head had to admit that Incubator manipulation wasn't his strongest point. But in a business like
this the leader had to be shown to exert authority. He had to sort out the mess himself, and it was a matter of
professional policy to demote the one who had caused it, even if it wasn't strictly speaking his fault. The Head only
hoped the Maestro hadn't seen all the blunders of temporal - and especially spatial - co-ordinate redistribution he'd
made before he finally succeeded in returning the stuffed elephant to Western Australia (minus the door on its tusks),
while leaving the petrified egg both here and at a distance from the no longer involved Nome. The Nome himself

seemed none the wiser about the outrage done to his person in the alternative timestream. Nevertheless, he didn't look
happy.
The Maestro was hovering between the Incubator interface and the galley portal, napkin over his arm,
ready to deliver the boiled egg at a moment's notice. The moment, however was taking its time to become noticeable.
His attention was suddenly caught by a new News Recovery item flashing up from Earth l993:
"STUFFED ELEPHANT GOES FOR A RIDE. TAXI DRIVER 'BANANAS'. One of Western Australia's
oldest museum exhibits, 'Dame Nellie' the elephant, caused the biggest sensation of her stuffed career by inexplicably
vanishing in front of the startled gaze of a packed museum audience yesterday, turning up in Joe Willabongo's taxi as
he started out of the museum car-park after dropping off a fare. The roof was ripped clean off Joe's 1972 Black
Bomber. He tried to shake the monster out of his cab by a series of high-speed gear-change manoeuvres, but the prepacked pachyderm was stuck fast. Mr. Willabongo has since been admitted to a top Perth psychiatric unit, where he
is said to be "understandably disturbed". Already rumours of alien intervention have been spreading, but in the
meantime, leading Perth philosopher Angus Kierkegaard has been hard at work redefining psycho-paralogical
awareness parameters. "Thus proving," he concludes, "that you can take a horse to water, but you can't make an
elephant jump out of a taxi at sixty-five miles per hour - unless you use gunpowder". The jury is still out."
At last there came a coughing from the kitchen, and the Maestro hurried in to collect his charge. The
boiled aepyornis egg - though somewhat lighter in its reconstituted DNA manifestation than its old stone counterpart nevertheless nearly broke the old man's arm as he struggled gamely to convey it to the table in a soup tureen (no egg
cup was big enough) placed upon a silver tray.
The Head stood stiffly to attention as the pièce de résistance to end all pièces de résistance
approached. The Nome didn't move. Normally he would come bounding into the dining area as if he owned the place,
and sprawl untidily at a table impatiently drumming his fingers until his food was served. But on this occasion, he
had engaged the Head in casual conversation straight away and the two had stood there since, locked in awkward
discourse.
"Well now, Monsieur Le Gastronome, didn't we promise you something out of the ordinary?"
The Head placed his hands respectfully on the Nome's shoulders and attempted to steer him gently to
his seat. The Nome seemed less than enthusiastic. Maestro Eggler stood there waiting, trying not to register the agony
in his arm. Still the Nome stayed hesitating by the table.
The Head caught the look of desperation in the old man's eyes. If he dropped the egg now, the whole
affair would be ruined. With the agility of a ballet-dancing bullfighter, he swept the tray from Eggler's arm and held it
up triumphantly for the Nome's inspection.
"Voilà! The boiled egg de la boiled eggs! If you would just like to take your seat, Monsieur -"
"To be blunt, Cheffie," quoth the Nome, "I'd really rather stand. Bit of a pain in the... fundament."
A sweat broke out upon the Head Chef's brow. "I do hope it is nothing serious..."
"Probably..." the Nome lowered his voice, "piles or some such thing."
"Ah."
"Not that there's ever been anything like that in my family before..."
"Well, let's hope it's just a passing twinge..." The Head Chef waited. All this time the precious egg was
cooling down. "So, if you would prefer to stand to eat the –"

"If you don't mind, Cheffie... I don't know what it is, but something about the sight of that egg is
making me feel uncomfortable. Do you think I could have a sandwich instead?"
The eyes of the Maestro met those of the Head Chef. The temperature in the dining room plummeted.
"Is there any particular filling you would like, Monsieur?"
"Oh, I'm not particularly fussy, Chef. So long as there's plenty of it." The Nome sounded more relaxed
now, having got his little problem off his... chest. "It's strange, but suddenly I feel I could eat an elephant."
The Head Chef stood there biting his lip, while the Maestro threw the napkin on the floor and ran off
into the kitchen. Through the imperfectly closed portal, his voice could be heard screaming: "Redefine psychoparalogical awareness parameters? Tell this to Angus bloody Kierkegaard!"
"Something bothering the old fella?" asked the Nome, peering after him.
The Chef edged stealthily forwards, the aepyornis egg at the ready, while his mouth shaped vile
remarks about ready-stuffed capons.

Ends

Gentoo Taboo: The Hunt for the Penguin
(Stolen from an idea by Neil K. Henderson)
By DJ Tyrer
Down in the depths of the polar south
Unfurls a tale of obsession on the high seas
Featuring Captain Slick with his slobbery mouth
And only one eye, if you please –
The other one taken by a penguin,
Described sometimes as white, sometimes as black;
To fill that socket he popped an egg in
But wishes he had his peeper back.
With his ’scope to that ivory orb of an eye
Below which, from his nose, hangs an icicle.
As the ’bergs float treacherously by
He stands alone in the fo’c’sle
His prey is the penguin called Gentoo Taboo
The bird that stole half his vision

A penguin he hopes to boil and to brew
That is the aim of his mission.
Captain Slick drives the crew onward into the waste
Slaved to his insanity
But as onward they perilously raced
He cried: “Damn! They all look the same to me!”
And so he is doomed to wander forever
For Gentoo Taboo is unlike the rest of his kind
Being not a dull-wit, but phenomenally clever
With a criminal-genius mind.
Unless, of course, Slick’s lament is true
And they will never find a penguin of that name
No matter what they try to do
For those penguins all look the same!
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